ART COLLECTION ON EXHIBITION

The students of State College as well as the public should be most grateful to the Drama and Art Association for the opportunity of seeing one of the largest art collections in the country. This collection is obtained from the American Federation of Arts, Washington, D. C., and is to be shown for two weeks. The exhibition started on Sunday, February 13, when it lasted from 2 until 6 o'clock. On other days the collection is shown from 9 until 5 o'clock. The prints, which include woodcuts, pictures, and etchings, are displayed in the rotunda and halls of the main building. There are about five hundred prints in the collection, which is to be sent directly to the next, making no stops on the way.

Among the artists whose works are shown are Rembrandt, Richards, Nourse, Whistler, Utrillo, and many English, Italian, French, and G. G. Stuarts. All artists whose works can be ordered at any time, and any information about the sale of the prints obtained here may be seen from Miss Leslie McIlhenny, Secretary of the American Federation of Arts, Washington, D. C. The prices of the prints vary from 35 cents to $18. Catalogues of these prints are on sale, the price being 5c.

'23 GIVES SOCIAL HOUR SUNDAY

Dr. Richardson Conducts Vespers

The class of '23 entertained about sixty at social hours between two and six on Sunday afternoon. The fact that Mrs. Lawrence scored the first basket of the classes as a whole has as its result the fact that one of the students was found to be a most experienced and infallible guard. It is expected that they will put up a stiff battle. On the other hand, State will be out to make up for its defeat by St. Lawrence and will play its best brand of basketball.

The St. Stephen's line-up for tonight will be chosen from White, A. Rickety and T. Rickety, forwards; Coffin, center; Colwell, Stewart, and Welford, as guards. State will probably line up T. Cassavant and Johnson, forwards; H. Polt, and Doherty, guards.

DR. BRUBACHER TO SPEAK AT TROY

Dr. Brubacher will go to Troy Friday, February 13, to speak for the graduate Phi Beta Kappa societies before the students of Troy High School on "The Claims of Scholarship." Dr. Brubacher's address is part of the scheme that the graduate members of Phi Beta Kappa are inaugurating in order to attract high school students. The importance of good scholarship. Dr. Finley has already spoken before the Schenectady High School, and Dr. Richardson of Union will speak at the Albany High School on this subject.

NEW STUDENTS REGISTER AT STATE COLLEGE

Six new freshmen have already registered at State College to start the spring semester. They are: Ward M. Aiken, Watervliet; Seibert, Angola; Krueger, Russia; John J. Doherty, Catskill; Clarke, Albany; Elizabeth C. McManus, Milton; and Dayton L. Jones, Saratoga Springs.

STATE PLAYS ST. STEPHEN'S SATURDAY

Next Saturday the State College quintet will meet the St. Stephen's line in the Albany High School gymnasium. Owing to the fact that St. Stephen's is starting a little season because of work on a new gymnasium, little is known about the strength of her team, but it is expected that they will put up a stiff battle. On the other hand, State will be out to make up for its defeat by St. Lawrence and will play its best brand of basketball.

The St. Stephen's line-up for tonight will be chosen from White, A. Rickety and T. Rickety, forwards; Coffin, center; Colwell, Stewart, and Welford, as guards. State will probably line up T. Cassavant and Johnson, forwards; H. Polt, and Doherty, guards.

DEAN PIERCE COMPILES CATALOG OF REFERENCES

To Assist Advisors of Women and Girls

Among the new books in the college library is found a list of references for Advisors of Women and Girls. This list is compiled by Anna E. Pierce, Pd. Dr. Finley who has attempted in this study to find one's dignified place in life, and to make one's way in the world. This catalog is the first exhaustive and informative list of references for every woman employed in any line of advisory work. It includes references upon mental and social hygiene, ethics, social and personal contacts, education and guidance, secret societies, art education, institutional religion, religious and social surveys and settlement work, suffrage, women in industry, girls' clubs, and community health, care and making of the future. It is a painstaking and extensive compilation of over two thousand of the leading pamphlets, periodicals and periodical articles selected discriminately out of more than three thousand examined, covering every branch of life in which women are interested.

It includes references upon mental and social hygiene, ethics, social and personal contacts, education and guidance, secret societies, art education, institutional religion, religious and social surveys and settlement work, suffrage, women in industry, girls' clubs, and community health, care and making of the future. It is a painstaking and extensive compilation of over two thousand of the leading pamphlets, periodicals and periodical articles selected discriminately out of more than three thousand examined, covering every branch of life in which women are interested.

ALUMNI PARTY IN SCIENCE HALL

Merriment rejoiced in the Science Hall on Saturday evening, February 5, when the guests of the State College Alumni Association were entertained at a meeting which had an informal social. It was a good time in which everyone had a part. No one refused to work on the committee to which he or she was assigned, whether it were refreshments, entertainment, decoration, or stunt. And so it was not long before one's friends met as guards.

Piano solo — Aileen Alderson.
Selection — Dorothy Bennett, Sopr.
Mus. Club will hold an open meeting for the freshman class on Saturday at 4:30 in Room 111. This meeting is especially to welcome the freshmen at the beginning of the semester. All freshmen, as well as other members of the club, are invited to come and see what the class of 24 can do along with the club. 24 promises the following program:

SINGING Duet—Virginia Wallace and Marion Farrell
Recess—The Glee Club
Contralto solo—Harriet Ritzter
Selection—Dorothy Bennett
Piano solo—Aileen Alderson.
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MUSIC CLUB

Music Club will hold an open meeting for the freshman class on Saturday at 4:30 in Room 111. This meeting is especially to welcome the freshmen at the beginning of the semester. All freshmen, as well as other members of the club, are invited to come and see what the class of 24 can do along with the club. 24 promises the following program:

SINGING Duet—Virginia Wallace and Marion Farrell
Recess—The Glee Club
Contralto solo—Harriet Ritzter
Selection—Dorothy Bennett
Piano solo—Aileen Alderson.
The desire to be popular explains a multitude of good things and also a multitude of sins. It is the punch bell of solicitation. At the same time it is the evil spirit that is leading these aspiring people astray. The principles of Neglect of Duty, Extravagance, etc. nearly everyone is affected with this disease in one or another form, yet, like most things corrigible, popularity is the possession of the few.

Now there are various ways in which people seek popularity. Some try to be different, and to prove that their ideas are new and that they develop into "wise guys" and "smart Alecks." They use the slang of "smart Alecks." They try to be superior. They use the slang of last week. Some of them brag about having had an Easter vacation. Do students want it? Let's hope some more on the subject.

CHEMISTRY CLUB

The next meeting of the Chemistry Club will be held Friday, February 18, at 4 o'clock in room 250. Mr. Zepi will present a paper.

"Y HOUSE" NEWS

Wednesday evening, February 9, a house-meeting was held for the purpose of electing officers for this year. Maude St indeed, house president, president. Most of the former officers were re-elected and the following are now in office: Dora Plummer, vice-president, Augusta Knapp, secretary, and Martha Ewing, treasurer.

State College is taking many forward steps these days, and no one has noticed this with greater pride. However, to steadily progress it is necessary that we not neglect the essentials, no matter how much we may have accomplished. And all this is just an introduction to the inquiry, "What is the true popular must get off the wagon."

The freshmen found that they expected to stand up while it was being sung, and other classes were forwarded to it too. They are all busy, but we should never be too busy to enjoy our traditions, and make the freshmen realize that they are still freshmen, and others later as their propert is at our games.

HOME ECONOMICS NOTES

At a luncheon on Friday, the department hosted Miss Cora Bl enforcement of the Department of Rural Education at Brookline, Mass., and Mr. W. H. Curley, Mrs. Archie Heaton of the Bureau of Home Economics, Miss Mary Van Leeu, specialist on Vocational Home Making, State Department. Members of the department attended the Home Economics conference at Russell Sage College, Troy, on Friday and Saturday, February 11 and 12. Problems of nutrition, household and institutional work, and teacher training were discussed.

Miss Gillett will attend meetings of the State and National Education at Atlantic City and the special conference arranged by the federal board.

The Misses Trammell, Winnie, and Strabro are now being at the Y house and are taking up their duties in management.

Miss Gillett, Miss Keim and Mrs. Pearson have assisted the Women's Work Committee in their special thrift program, carried on during the past week. Mrs. Pearson talked on the subject of Household Budgets, Miss Keim considered problems of thrift in relation to clothing, and Miss Gillett discussed the theory of Economics in relation to Household Budgets and Furnishing.

Miss Edith M. Novick, who has been ill since the holiday season, is slowly improving.

The students majoring in Foods, as part of their work in Course 18, Problems in Foods and Problems of the Household, are taking the responsibility in family planning and the Bureau of Associated Charities.

A number of students majoring in Foods are enrolled in the special courses offered by the department this year.
Thus in the space of one week, games at Hanover and the Cornell-Perm argument at Philadelphia, evening will come a pair of crucial contests, which will break the tie with a contest between two rivals, now deadlocked for second honors, during the last few days. Among these, the contest that sees in the contest the most importance lies in the Columbia games, for it is a battle royal that is certain to take place. In the contest, the two rivals clash on the Columbia campus, and a battle royal is certain to take place.

The margin of victory, although small, was sufficient to ensure victory for Cornell. The Big Red took the lead in the first period, and led by a wide margin throughout the game. The final score was 31-17, in favor of Cornell. The team was led by several players, including Cassavant, who scored 16 points. The team was able to break the deadlock with a contest that was much anticipated.

The team was also able to take advantage of the opportunities that came their way, as they were able to convert several shots into points. The team was led by several players, including Cassavant, who scored 16 points. The team was able to break the deadlock with a contest that was much anticipated.

The team was also able to take advantage of the opportunities that came their way, as they were able to convert several shots into points. The team was led by several players, including Cassavant, who scored 16 points. The team was able to break the deadlock with a contest that was much anticipated.
SOCKET FIT SHOES
are
MUSCLE BUILDERS

The muscles of the feet like those of the hands need proper exercise to develop and strengthen them. Socket Fit Shoes are flexible, allowing absolute freedom to the foot.

Mcauliff & Gallagher
22-24 Stedman St.
Albany, N. Y.

ASSOCIATES or subordinates can be sent to this catalog to find material for entertainments, games, decorations, for costumes, etc., and thus directors and advisers can be relieved of the burden of detail and left free to concentrate on the larger problems of their work.

Users of the catalog who are called upon to address girls or young women frequently will find many books and periodicals listed suggestive in both style and content for such addresses.

So many references are given under each topic that some of them will surely be found in every library.

A copy of the book can be obtained from the college library or purchased from the J. W. Wilson Company, 59-59 University Avenue, New York City.
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THE HAMILTON PRINTING CO.
PRODUCERS OF THE BETTER CLASS OF
BOOKLETS, CATALOGS, PUBLICATIONS AND
DIRECT BY MAIL ADVERTISING

As James W. Elliot would say
"Keep on keeping on."

Strong resolves bring about strong results—the proof of ability is action.

There are times in your life where you cannot take medicine without throwing up—their hands; for adversity does not agree with all constitutions. But no man can continue to climb while dosing himself on dollars alone—continue to be happy and healthy.

One might go to a seven-year course in the old school of Aristotle with all his philosophy, but such a schooling cannot compare with one short session in the University of Adversity.

No man can rightly measure the meaning and methods of adversity, until he has felt the terrible blows of adversity; then he learns.

Every big man has his share of disappointments, trials and suffering, but he does not grow maddening these troubles to the world.

And from these thoughts we derive the lesson; so called "hard luck" is bound to hit you, so be a member that your successful position in life depends on deeds, not doubts.